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Entrust, founded in 1969, is a privately held 
company with presence in over 150+ countries globally. 
With its headquarters and manufacturing facilities based in 
Minnesota USA, the Entrust brand is synonymous
with quality and performance. 

CSID are the exclusive Entrust distribution 
partners within
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By choosing an Entrust printer brand you can be sure of 
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Visit www.entrust.com or the CSID website to learn more 
about the comprehensive Entrust ID card printer 
product range. 
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Our service extends beyond the sale of a printer. We have expert technicians which 
can assist you from installation through to the entire life of a printer.

We provide excellent onsite, phone, email and remote online technical support.

Our value service agreements can be tailored to your organisations 
requirements to ensure your printer always runs smoothly.
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PVC CARDSPVC CARDS

CSID supply only genuine colour and monochrome ribbons for all Entrust ID 
card printers.

Several types of ribbons are available for use with card personalisation systems.

Selecting specific ribbon types depends on your application as well as the specific
printer and encoder you will be using. Each ribbon type yields unique benefits. 
We will guide you through the right solution for your requirements.

Every ID card printer requires proper care and maintenance. Our cleaning kits are 
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CSID carry a comprehensive range of plastic cards, suitable 
for use with all of our plastic card print applications.

Our range includes:
- Magnetic Stripe Cards
- Adhesive Cards
- Blank White Cards
- PVC Coloured Cards
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solutions include a patented,
tamper-proof tactile impressions 
feature.
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CSID carry an extensive range of ID card accessories to compliment your 
photo ID cards. 

Our range includes:
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From setting up a basic ID Card template design, or use in a card personalisation 
bureau, to database connectivity or for smart card read-and-encode applications,
CSID will have a suitable, easy-to-use card management software for your 
individual requirements.
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CSID have various Digital ID solutions to suit your organisations requirements:

Mobile ID Flash Pass: a Digital ID Badge which can be issued 
instantly along with a Physical ID badge to streamline the ID 
issuance process. This is ideal for visual verification of the 
end-user and where scanning a barcode or QR code is required.

Mobile ID Lab: a secure APP-based, custom solution which allows the issuer
to create unlimited Mobile Digital ID
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